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Vauum Rabi osillations in a marosopi superonduting qubit LC osillator system
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We have observed the oherent exhange of a single energy quantum between a �ux qubit and a

superonduting LC iruit ating as a quantum harmoni osillator. The exhange of an energy

quantum is known as the vauum Rabi osillations: the qubit is osillating between the exited state

and the ground state and the osillator between the vauum state and the �rst exited state. We

have also obtained evidene of level quantization of the LC iruit by observing the hange in the

osillation frequeny when the LC iruit was not initially in the vauum state.

PACS numbers:

The oupling of quantum two�state systems to har-

moni osillators onstitutes a broad and ative researh

�eld, most notably in atomi avity quantum eletro-

dynamis (QED) where atoms having a large eletrial

dipole moment interats with the quantized eletromag-

neti �eld in high-Q avities

1

, but also in other systems,

for example, ions held in linear traps where the ions ou-

ple to a vibrational mode ating as a harmoni osillator

2

,

and in solid state, where oupling of atom-like objets to

harmoni modes has been pursued for some time, start-

ing from quantum wells in miro-avities

3

to reent ex-

periments on quantum dots in photoni rystals

4

, and

two experiments with superonduting devies: a system

with a �ux qubit oupled to a superonduting quan-

tum interferene devie (SQUID) showed Rabi osilla-

tions driven by an external �eld

5

and the vauum Rabi

splitting due to strong oupling of a Cooper pair box

to a mirowave photon in a superonduting waveguide

was demonstrated

6

. These systems attrat inreasing at-

tention beause of their potential use in future quantum

information proessing. In addition, they o�er an ideal

testing ground for studying the fundamental interations

between matter (atoms, qubits) and light (harmoni os-

illators).

In this letter we report the observation of vauum Rabi

osillations in a marosopi superonduting solid state

system. In our strongly oupled system, the qubit state

and the qubit interation time with the osillator are

ontrolled by a ombination of mirowave and DC-shift

pulses, resulting in a measuring sequene analogous to

atomi avity QED. We demonstrate vauum Rabi osil-

lations between two quantum objets with marosopi-

ally distint states

8

: the states are the oherent motion

of the superonduting ondensate involving millions of

Cooper pairs, or the order of a few 100 nA in terms of

urrent assoiated with the states.

Superonduting Josephson juntions based qubits are

ideal arti�ial atoms where quantum oherene has been

demonstrated for many di�erent types

9,10,11,12,13,14,15

.

Reently, two qubit operations in the time domain have

also been demonstrated

16,17,18

. In our experiment a su-

peronduting persistent urrent qubit plays the role of
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Figure 1: (a) SEM mirograph of the sample. The qubit and

the detetor SQUID enlosing it are the small square loops in

the lower enter piture. The square plates at the top of the

piture are the top plates of the on-hip apaitors separated

by an insulator from the large bottom plate. (b) A lose up

of the qubit and the SQUID. The qubit dimension is 10:2�

10:4�m
2
. () Equivalent iruit of the sample. The Josephson

juntions are indiated by rosses: three in the inner qubit

loop and two in the SQUID. The LC mode is indiated by the

dashed line. The indutane and apaitanes are alulated

from the geometry to be L = 140 pH and C = 10 pF, and

the qubit LC osillator mutual indutane to be M = 5:7 pH.

The urrent and voltage lines are �ltered through a series

ombination of opper powder �lters and lossy oaxial ables

at mixing hamber temperature and on�hip resistors (R V =

3 k
 and R I = 1 k
 ).

the atom. The persistent urrent qubit is a superondut-

ing loop interrupted by three Josephson juntions (see

Fig. 1) with one juntion smaller by a fator of �= 0:8.

In the viinity of half a �ux quantum in the loop the de-

vie is an e�etive two�level system

19

desribed by the

Hamiltonian H qb = h=2(��z + �� x), given in the basis

of lokwise and ounterlokwise urrents. Here �z=x

are the Pauli spin matries, h�= 2Ip (�ex � �0=2) is the

energy bias (Ip is the persistent urrent in the qubit, �ex

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0510457v1
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Figure 2: (a) Spetrosopi haraterization of the qubit�

osillator system showing the LC osillator at �r = 4:35 GHz

and the qubit dispersion around the gap of � = 2:1GHz. (b)

A lose up of the region around 4.35 GHz (indiated by the

red square in (a) showing an avoided rossing. The lines are

guides for the eye. () Shemati of the pulse sequene used

to obtain the spetrosopy in (b): the qubit operating point is

�xed at 10.5 GHz and via the MW line a shift pulse of variable

height moves the operating point to the viinity of 4.35 GHz.

Two 50 ns MW pulses separated by 2 ns are added to the shift

pulse. Here the seond MW pulse is phase shifted by 180

�
.

The phase shifted seond pulse damps the osillations in the

LC iruit

20

, and is ruial in terms of resolving the relatively

weak qubit signal in this region. After the MW pulses the

qubit state is measured by applying a measurement pulse to

the SQUID (green urve). The spetrosopy in Fig. 2(a) was

obtained with the same sheme, but without the seond phase

shifted pulse.

is the external �ux threading the qubit loop, and �0 is

the �ux quantum), and � is the tunnel splitting. The

energy gap of the qubit, ontrolled by the external �ux,

is hE = h
p
�2 + � 2

.

In our sample geometry, the qubit is spatially sepa-

rated from the rest of the iruitry. The qubit is en-

losed by a superonduting quantum interferene devie

(SQUID) that is indutively oupled to the qubit. The

SQUID funtions as a detetor for the qubit state: the

swithing urrent of the SQUID is sensitive to the �ux

produed by the urrent in the qubit. The qubit is also

enlosed by a larger loop ontaining on�hip apaitors

that provide a well�de�ned eletromagneti environment

for the SQUID and �ltering of the measurement leads.

The lead indutane L and apaitane C in the outer

loop onstitute an LC osillator [see Fig. 1(b)℄ with reso-
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Figure 3: (a) Vauum Rabi osillations (symbols) and a

numerial �t (solid line). (b) The few lowest unperturbed

and dressed energy levels when the system is in resonane.

() The qubit energy level diagram and pulse sequene for

the vauum Rabi measurements. The � pulse (4.6 ns long

at -16 dBm) on the qubit brings the system from state 1 to

2 and the shift pulse hanges the �ux in the qubit by � shift,

whih, in turn, hanges the operating point from 2 to 3 where

the system undergoes free evolution between je;0i and jg;1i

at the vauum Rabi frequeny 
 R until the shift pulse ends

and the system returns to the initial operating point where

the state is measured to be either in 2 or 4.

nane frequeny !r = 2��r = 1=
p
LC . The LC osillator

is desribed by a simple harmoni osillator Hamiltonian:

H osc = �h!r
�
aya+ 1=2

�
, where ay (a) is the plasmon re-

ation (annihilation) operator. The qubit is oupled to

the LC osillator via the mutual indutane M , giving

an interation Hamiltonian H I = h��z

�
ay + a

�
, where

the oupling onstant is h�= M Ip

p
�h!r=2L. The total

system is thus desribed by a Jaynes-Cummings

21

type of

Hamiltonian H = h=2(��z + �� x)+ �h!r
�
aya+ 1=2

�
+

h��z

�
ay + a

�
. We denote the state of the system by

jQ ;ii, with the qubit either in the ground (Q = g) or

exited (Q = e) state, and the osillator in the Fok

state (i= 0;1;2;:::). The parameters of the system an

readily be engineered during fabriation; the qubit gap

is determined by � and the juntion resistane, the os-

illator plasma frequeny is fully determined by L and

C , and the oupling between the qubit and the osillator

an be tuned by M and L .

The measurements were performed in a dilution re-

frigerator (T � 20 mK) using strongly �ltered mea-

surement lines and low noise eletronis. The system

was initially allowed to relax to its ground state, where

the thermal oupation of the exited states is negligi-
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ble (kB T � hE ;�h!r). The readout of the qubit state is

performed by applying a pulse sequene to the SQUID

[see Fig. 2()℄, and reording whether the SQUID had

swithed to a �nite voltage state or had remained in the

zero voltage state. The height and length of the pulse

were adjusted to give the best disrimination between the

ground and exited states. In our on�guration the mea-

sured swithing probability is diretly related to the o-

upation of the exited state. Coherent ontrol of the sys-

tem is ahieved by applying mirowave (MW) to the sys-

tem via the MW line (see Fig. 1). The MW line is indu-

tively oupled to the system, and oherent MW exita-

tions introdue an osillating driving term in the Hamil-

tonian: H D = B qb�z cos!ext+ B osc

�
ay + a

�
cos!ext,

where B qb (B osc) is the amplitude of the qubit (LC os-

illator) drive and �ex = !ex=2� is the drive frequeny.

The amplitudes of the drive are proportional to the am-

plitude of the MW signal, and beause of the geometry

the LC osillator experienes a four times larger ampli-

tude, B qb = 1=4 B osc.

We start with a spetrosopi haraterization of the

system to map out the qubit and LC osillator parame-

ters. The large sale sweep in Fig. 2(a) shows the qubit

dispersion urve and LC osillator at �r = 4:35 GHz.

The qubit parameters � = 2:1GHz and I p = 350 nA are

extrated from the dispersion urve. Figure 2(b) shows

spetrosopi measurements obtained in the viinity of

the resonant frequeny of the LC osillator (area enlosed

by the red square in Fig. 2(a) where an avoided rossing

an be seen. Here, the LC osillator is strongly exited

to a lassially osillating state and we annot draw any

quantitative onlusion about the oupling from the spe-

trosopy, i.e., we are not able to observe the vauum Rabi

splitting whih usually refers to the splitting of the states

involving the two lowest osillator Fok states

22

.

Next we investigate the dynamis of the oupled sys-

tem in the time domain. We performed a measurement

yle where we �rst exited the qubit and then brought

the qubit and the osillator into resonane where the ex-

hange of a single energy quantum between the qubit and

osillator manifests itself as the vauum Rabi osillation

je;0i $ jg;1i (see Fig. 3). Figure. 3() is a shemati

of the pulse sequene: We started by �xing the qubit

operating point far from the resonane point [point 3 in

Fig. 3()℄ and prepared the qubit in the exited state

by employing a � pulse. The � pulse was followed by a

shift pulse, whih brought the qubit into resonane with

the osillator for the duration of the shift pulse. After

the shift pulse the qubit and the osillator were brought

bak into o��resonane and the measurement pulse was

applied to detet the state of the qubit. It is important

to note that the rise time of the shift pulse, �rise = 0:8ns,

is adiabati with respet to both the qubit and the os-

illator, �rise > [1=E ;2�=! r], but non-adiabati with re-

spet to the oupling of the two systems, �rise < 1=�.

Hene, when the system reahes the resonant point, it

is in the state je;0i, whih is not an eigenstate of the

total Hamiltonian and therefore free evolution between

the states je;0i and jg;1i begins. The physis behind

the vauum Rabi osillations is thus di�erent from that

of normal Rabi osillations where the system is driven

by an external lassial �eld and osillates between two

energy eigenstates. Also, in the normal Rabi osillations

the Rabi frequeny is determined by the drive ampli-

tude whereas the vauum Rabi osillation frequeny is

determined only by the system`s intrinsi parameters.

The observed Rabi osillations are in exellent agree-

ment with those alulated numerially [solid line in Fig.

3(a)℄. The numerial alulation uses the total Hamilto-

nian and inorporates the e�ets of the deoherene of

the qubit and the osillator. The alulation was per-

formed with the known qubit and LC osillator parame-

ters (obtained from spetrosopy and qubit experiments:

qubit dephasing rate �� = 0:1GHz, qubit relaxation rate

�e = 0:2MHz, � = 2:1GHz, ! r=2�= 4:35GHz) and by

treating the oupling onstant and osillator dephasing

and relaxation rates as �tting parameters. From the �t

we extrated the oupling onstant � = 0:2 GHz, osil-

lator dephasing rate �� = 0:3 GHz, and relaxation rate

�e = 0:02 GHz. The oupling onstant extrated from

the �t agrees well with that alulated with the mutual

indutane �= 0:216GHz.
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Figure 4: (a) Rabi osillations when a 2 ns long pulse with

frequeny �ex = 4:35 GHz and amplitude A M W / 10
P osc=20

is

inserted between the � pulse and the shift pulse. (b) Measured

Rabi osillations at di�erent drive powers (symbols), and a

�t (solid urve) to

�P
3

n= 0
an cos(

p
n + 1 
 R t)

�
exp(� �t)with

a0;:::;a3 and 
 R as the only �tting parameters (� is �xed

from a �t to the -100 dBm urve). () The weights of the

di�erent frequeny omponents a0;:::;a3 obtained from the

�t as a funtion of the drive amplitude (The red arrows show

the position of the urves in (b). The error-bars indiate the

errors obtained from the �tting proedure.
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To on�rm that the osillations we observed originated

from the oupling of the qubit to a quantized harmoni

osillator we performed an experiment where we atively

exited the osillator to probe its quantized nature, along

the lines of Ref. 7. We inserted a short (2 ns) pulse that

was resonant with the osillator (4.35 GHz and variable

power Posc) between the �pulse and the shift pulse. Fig-

ure 4(a) shows the Rabi osillations for inreasing power

to the osillator. The oherent drive of the osillator ex-

ites higher states aording to a Poissonian distribution.

The Rabi frequeny involving Fok states n and n + 1 is

given by

p
n + 1
R , hene the Rabi osillations beome

faster when the osillator is in higher exited states, as

seen at the top of Fig. 4(a), and there are several fre-

queny omponents in the osillations, whih an be seen

in Fig. 4(a): a rossover of the vauum Rabi frequeny

8 :5:5 � 1 :1=
p
2 as the amplitude is inreased. In

Fig. 4(b) the Rabi osillations are plotted together with

a �t to an exponentially deaying sum of osines with fre-

queny,

p
n + 1
R and n = 0;:::;3. The only �tting pa-

rameters are the amplitudes of the osines and the Rabi

frequeny 
R . The deay rate being determined from

the urve with the lowest power (-100 dBm). The Rabi

frequeny obtained from the �ts varied between 137 and

147 MHz, whih is within the auray of the �tting. In

Fig. 4() the amplitudes of the osines are plotted as a

funtion of the drive amplitude A M W / 10Posc=20
. When

the drive amplitude inreases the population of the osil-

lator ground state dereases (the populations of the states

are proportional to the amplitudes of the frequeny om-

ponents) and the exited states beome inreasingly pop-

ulated. We observe signi�ant ontributions to the Rabi

frequeny from the three lowest osillator states. With a

stronger drive to the osillator the Rabi signal disappears,

probably due to faster deoherene from the higher ex-

ited states. In the ase of a qubit oupled to a lassial

osillator there would be one single frequeny omponent

of the Rabi osillations, whih is not the ase in our mea-

surements where we an map out up to three frequeny

omponents, showing that our system is in the quantum

regime in whih the disreteness of quantized energy lev-

els is manifest. When the drive to the osillator is very

weak or non�existent the �rst exited state still has a

�nite population. We attribute this population to the

strong oupling between the MW�line and the osillator;

the osillator is exited even by o�-resonant mirowaves.

This is on�rmed by our numerial alulations, in the

�t of the vauum Rabi osillation [Fig. 3(a)℄ we found

h0i� 0:8 and h1i� 0:2 after the � pulse. Therefore we

an onlude that the Rabi osillations observed without

exitation of the osillator are predominantly related to

the ground and �rst exited state of the osillator, that

is, the vauum Rabi osillation. With improved design,

the oupling of the osillator to the MW�line an easily

be redued by more than one order of magnitude. We

also note that the relaxation and dephasing times were

shorter for the osillator than for the qubit. This an

partly be attributed to the fat that the osillator was

galvanially onneted to the measurement lines and we

believe that in a free standing LC iruit the relaxation

and dephasing times will be muh improved.

In onlusion ,we have demonstrated vauum Rabi os-

illations in a superonduting solid�state system, show-

ing the exhange of a single energy quantum between a

qubit and a LC iruit. We have also used the qubit

to probe the state of the LC osillator and showed that

the LC iruit displayed harateristis of level quantiza-

tion. With improved sample design it should be possible

to generate and measure nonlassial states of the LC

osillator, as have been done in ion trap experiments

25

.

Our results supports the suggestions that future quan-

tum information proessing in solid�state devies an be

ahieved with this kind of system, for example oupling

several qubits via an osillator

26,27,28

.
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